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Abstract
This paper concerns itself with the entanglement of the high-temperature oxidation
chemistry of n-heptane and iso-butanol in flames fueled by their mixtures. While in many cases
the chemistries of the individual fuel components do not interact in mixture flames, in this work,
we revealed interactions between the individual species pools originating from n-heptane and
iso-butanol oxidation. In a coordinated experimental and modeling effort, chemical structures of
three low-pressure premixed flames fueled by different blends of n-heptane and iso-butanol were
determined using flame-sampling molecular-beam mass spectrometry with synchrotron-based
single-photon ionization and chemical kinetic modeling. The chemical kinetic model, which is
based on the reaction set that was used previously [Braun-Unkhoff et al., Proc. Combust. Inst.,
2017, 36, 1311-1319], was now extended by an n-heptane sub-mechanism. The overall good
performance of the model allows for an extraction of chemically relevant information that
highlights the entanglement between the individual fuel-specific species pools. For example, it
was shown that methyl radicals, in part from iso-butanol oxidation (i.e., from the decomposition
of  iso-butanol radicals) can participate in n-heptane consumption processes through Habstraction reactions. Further interactions are related to the formation of the methylallyl radical
and aromatics formation. The relevance of such interactions is also discussed regarding the
formation of oxygenated byproducts.
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Introduction
Many

studies

of

the

chemistry

in

low-pressure

premixed

flames

of

hydrocarbon/oxygenate mixtures suggest that different levels of interactions exist between the
different species pools of the individual fuel components. While earlier work suggests that no
substantial chemical interactions exist, some interactions were recently observed between the
different intermediate species pools of larger fuel molecules [1-18]. In this study, further
experimental and modeling evidence for such entanglement is provided of the n-heptane and isobutanol chemistries in the high-temperature oxidation processes in flames fueled by their
mixtures. This finding is based on an integrated experimental and modeling study of the
chemical structures of premixed, laminar low-pressure flames fueled by three different blends of
these two components. The reaction path analysis of the formation of selected hydrocarbons and
oxygenates reveals the entanglement between the n-heptane and iso-butanol decomposition
intermediates, for example through the methyl (CH3) radicals originating mainly from the isobutanol component (through decomposition of the respective -iso-butanol radical) but
impacting the consumption of n-heptane.
This work is a continuation of our earlier work, in which we have studied the hightemperature oxidation and pollutant formation in 1,3-butadiene/n- and iso-butanol mixture
flames [1, 3]. In this earlier work, such entanglement was not reported, most probably due to the
difference in the structure of the two considered specific hydrocarbon molecules. Heptane is a
long-chained alkane, without any unsaturated bonds, whereas butadiene is a C4 alkene, with a
conjugated double bond. Thus, their decomposition pathways will differ. The focus of similar
earlier studies [4-7, 14, 16] concerning mixture flames has been on the potential of the
oxygenated component to reduce the formation of commonly known soot precursors and on the
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observed levels of oxygenated, toxic byproducts of incomplete combustion processes. It was
found that the concentration of the aromatic precursors and the oxygenated byproducts scaled
linearly with the percentages of the hydrocarbon and oxygenated species in fuel mixtures.
While also providing new knowledge in the form of experimentally determined, isomerresolved species mole fraction profiles and a new chemically detailed mechanism, the focus of
the present paper is on the entanglement of the combustion chemistries of the prototypical
hydrocarbon and oxygenated fuels n-heptane (C7H16) and iso-butanol (iso-C4H9OH), which have
been studied in laminar premixed flames before as single-component fuels [19-22]. Both,
n-heptane and iso-butanol are interesting fuel choices: n-Heptane is a prototypical long and
straight-chain saturated hydrocarbon [CH3-(CH2)5-CH3], which is a major component in primary
reference fuels for gasoline, while iso-butanol is a branched short-chained alcohol
[(CH3)2CHCH2OH] that can be derived from biomass and is being used as an additive to
gasoline. The fuel combination is relevant because of the discussion on the addition of butanol
made from biomass to gasoline due to its better properties compared to ethanol. n-Heptane is one
of the two components within the gasoline surrogate fuel, the primary reference fuel PRF90.
PRF90, a binary mixture consisting of 90% iso-octane and 10% n-heptane, was shown to be a
suitable gasoline surrogate fuel when studying the effects of knocking and ignition [23]. isoButanol has been certified by ASTM International for use as automotive spark-ignition engine
fuel (gasoline) up to a 12.5% blending rate, being besides two further butanol isomers n-butanol
and 2-butanol; see Ref. [23] and references therein.
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Experimental Procedures
The three flames investigated here are premixed laminar low-pressure n-heptane/isobutanol/O2/Ar flames with varying n-heptane/iso-butanol ratios. The detailed conditions are
provided in the Supplementary Material. The fuel composition was varied from containing 80
vol% n-heptane to 60 and 40 vol%. The conditions of Flame 1 were chosen to be in between the
other two limited cases of Flame 2 (more heptane than iso-butanol) and Flame 3 (more isobutanol than heptane). All flames were stabilized on a 6-cm diameter stainless steel McKenna
burner at a reduced pressure of 40 mbar (30 Torr). Argon, in a total amount of 50 mol% of the
cold gases, was used as a diluent. The C/O ratio (C/O = 0.4) and the cold gas velocity
(65.1 cm s-1) were kept identical for all the three flames. All gas flows were controlled using
calibrated flow-controllers and the liquid flows were metered using two high-precision syringe
pumps. The liquids were vaporized and quantitatively added into the gas stream.
The experimental work was performed using the flame-sampling molecular-beam mass
spectrometer at the Advanced Light Source of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Details have been described elsewhere [24-26] and therefore only a short description is provided
here. Gases were sampled from the three burner-stabilized low-pressure flames through an
opening of ~400 m in a quartz sampling nozzle (opening angle ~35°) into the high vacuum of a
custom-built mass spectrometer. Molecules are ionized using the synchrotron-generated vacuumultraviolet radiation in a single-photon process and the respective ions are mass selected using a
reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. With a resolution of m/m ~ 4000 oxygenated and
hydrocarbon species can be separated in the desired mass range, which is an essential feature for
studying hydrocarbon/oxygenated mixture flames.
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Burner-probe distances were varied between 0 and 30 mm using a high-precision
computer-controlled stepper motor to allow for sampling from various positions from within the
flames. The respective spatially resolved mass spectra were recorded using well-established
photon energies between 8 and 17 eV to minimize fragmentation and to allow for isomerresolved quantification. A photoionization efficiency curve was recorded to help with the
identification of the sampled intermediates not just by the mass-to-charge ratio but also by the
isomer-specific ionization energies. The procedures for converting the mass spectra into
quantitative isomer-specific mole fraction profiles have been described in the literature [27, 28].
About 70 flame components were quantified for each flame and their mole fraction
profiles are provided in the Supplementary Material. A detailed discussion about the
uncertainties is provided in Ref. [25]. In short, profiles shown here have an uncertainty in the
order of about a factor of 2. Main species profiles are typically determined more accurately, i.e.
within 20%. However, the relative error between the individual species’ mole fraction profiles
from the three different flames is much smaller because the three flames were analyzed using the
same experimental set-up and data reduction procedure.
Temperature profiles of the unperturbed flames were measured using OH LIF as
described in Ref. [29] and are provided in the Supplementary Material. The uncertainty is
expected to be ±150 K in the post-flame zone. For the model calculations, the unperturbed
temperature has been corrected to account for the probe perturbations in the preheat and flame
zones. Despite the probe perturbations [30], it has been shown that such an approach leads to
model predictions that are comparable with the experimental results [20, 31, 32].

Model Development
8

The reaction mechanism is based on the DLR reaction mechanism recently used to model
the oxidation of mixtures of 1,3-butadiene/iso-butanol [1] and of 1,3-butadiene/n-butanol [3]. To
this one, an n-heptane oxidation sub-mechanism was implemented. However, in view of existing
n-heptane models reported in the literature, the development of a newly constructed heptane
oxidation sub-mechanism was outside the focus of the present work. Instead, the public domain
available CRECK model from the POLIMI group [27] was exploited here as the n-heptane base
mechanism; this base mechanism was then adopted and coupled with the DLR mechanism by
considering only the initial fuel oxidation reaction network. In total, 42 species and 1297
reactions, 1212 of them being irreversible have been incorporated. The full kinetic mechanism
and the associated thermodynamic and transport data are available in the Supplementary Material
(SM).
The n-heptane sub-mechanism considers the depletion of n-heptane by thermal
decomposition leading directly to smaller alkyl radicals as well as by H-atom abstraction
reactions via various radicals, mainly H, O, OH, HO2 and smaller hydrocarbon radicals, e.g.
CH3, CH3O, producing n-C7H15 radicals. These initiation reactions were determined by following
the RGM method as described by Ref. [33]. The sub-mechanism also includes decomposition of
alkyl radicals, such as C7H15 and C7H13, formed mostly by H-abstraction of the respective fuel
molecule, to various olefins, mostly smaller ones, e.g. C3H6, C4H6, C4H8, C5H8, and n-C5H10,
mainly via β-scission of the first fuel radical. Reactions coefficients for these alkyl radical
decomposition reactions were taken from the POLIMI group [34]. The included C7H14 reaction
network encompasses several (reversible) H-abstraction reactions via H, O, OH, HO2, O2, CH3,
and C2H5, taken from the work of Seidel et al. [20]. All further rate coefficients within the
n-heptane sub-mechanism were taken from the POLIMI group [27], without any modifications.
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Note that the well-established lumping technique was used [27] to allow for a reduction in terms
of number of species, in particular of isomers, thus building more compact reaction models; see,
e.g. [34-37]. This approach has been found to be sufficient for the purpose of this study, i.e.
revealing the interactions of the small species pools at high temperatures.
Computer simulations of the isobaric burner-stabilized flames were performed with the
open-source software Cantera [38] using the experimental temperature profiles. In addition,
initial mass flow rates and composition of the reactants as well as the burner’s diameter served as
further input data. For the simulations, the multi-component diffusion model and thermodiffusion were considered. Mesh points were refined to achieve equal solution tolerance; the
refine criteria “slope” and “curve” were chosen such that the grid was refined to about 120 mesh
points.

Results and Discussion
A large data set of newly measured concentration profiles has been collected that
provides insights into the combustion chemistry of these mixture flames and that can be used as
validation targets for model development – a prerequisite for revealing the entanglement of the
high-temperature chemistries of the individual fuel components. This chapter is organized as
follows: We begin the discussion with the description of the performance of the newly
constructed chemical kinetic n-heptane/iso-butanol mechanism for the present system. We then
provide some evidence for interesting entanglement between the individual fuel chemistries.
Finally, we discuss some noteworthy chemistry occurring in which some oxygenated
intermediates are directly correlated to the hydrocarbon fuel and vice versa.
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(a) Overall Performance of the Chemical Mechanism
As proof for the overall good performance of the newly constructed mechanism, the
predictions of the major species (H2, H2O, CO, O2, Ar, CO2, iso-C4H8O, and n-heptane) profiles
are shown in the Supplementary Material. An overall satisfactorily agreement is observed, i.e.
experiment and model results agree within the experimental uncertainty as indicated by the error
bars. Slight deviations can be seen close to the burner surface where probe perturbations are most
significant [30]. Similar levels of agreement were observed for model-experiment comparison
for Flames 2 and 3 (also shown in the Supplementary Material).
This generally good agreement between experimental results and model predictions is a
prerequisite for the model to provide meaningful scientific insights. It is important that the model
captures the fuel decompositions accurately, because then, the model allows for the identification
of the entanglement between the different species pools (from the two different fuels). It is
shown in Fig. 1 that n-heptane is predominantly consumed through H-abstraction forming C7H15
fuel radicals; these decompose either to C4H9 and C3H7 radicals or into alkenes and alkyl
radicals, such as C2H4, C3H6, C4H8, C5H10, and C7H14, and such as C5H11, C4H9, C3H7, C2H5, and
CH3, respectively. In addition, C5H11 radicals subsequently decompose further to form the stable
species C2H4, C3H6, and C4H8 as well as the radicals CH3, C2H5, and C3H7. Similarly, C4H9
decomposes further to form CH3 and C3H6 or C2H4 and C2H5. Due to the lumping approach a
single fuel alkyl radical is incorporated instead of the detailed fuel radical isomers network. This
simplification is compensated by the appropriate formulation of the single fuel alkyl radical
depletion into the different alkyl and alkene species, as described above. The detection technique
used in the present work does not allow for distinguishing between the specific fuel radicals;
similarly, no experimentally measured or confirmed calculated rate coefficients for the numerous
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reactions that would form the different fuel radicals network are available, with possible random
and inapplicable interplays within the flame chemistry.

Figure 1: Rate of production analysis for n-heptane (left) and iso-butanol (right) in Flames 1-3.

In part caused by the branched structure, the fuel-decomposition chemistry of the isobutanol component is more diverse and H-abstraction reactions with O, H, and OH from various
sites are important to form various C4H9O fuel-radicals (Fig. 1, right). Also, due to the C-O
bond, a lumping approach would not be advisable. The formation of the iso-C3H7CHOH
(iC4H8OH-1 in Fig. 1) is favored most probably because of the relative stability of this specific
radical due to the usually low C-H bonding dissociation energy at the  carbon site compared to
those at other carbon sites. iC4H8OH-2 and iC4H8OH-3 are the other respective fuel radicals
(CH3)2CCH2OH and CH2(CH3)CHCH2OH. Importantly, unimolecular dissociation reactions as
discussed in Ref. [19] of iso-butanol to either form CH3, iso-C3H7, or iso-C4H9 radicals were
found not to be important. The isomeric C4H9O radicals further decompose to form CH3 [from
12

iso-C3H7CHOH)],

iso-C4H8

[iso-butene,

from

(CH3)2CCH2OH],

and

propene

[from

CH2CH(CH3)CH2OH].
The model predicts the mole fractions of the typical C2 and C3 low-pressure flame
intermediates and fuel-decomposition products satisfactorily, as shown in Fig. 2 for C2H4 and
C3H6 thus highlighting the model’s overall performance regarding the consumption of both,
n-heptane and iso-butanol. The flame with the highest heptane content (Flame 2) produced the
largest concentration of ethylene. This trend is seen within the experimental as well as the
modeling data. A chemical explanation for the observed weak correlation between C2H4 peak
mole fraction and hydrocarbon fuel concentration is currently not available. For propene, the
model predictions are within the given experimental uncertainty and the trend in concentrations
is visible in the experimental data, although the model predicts very similar levels for all three
flames.

Figure 2: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of C2H4 and C3H6
for all the flames investigated here.

The newly constructed chemical detailed mechanism is also capable of favorably
predicting the oxygenated species as will be discussed later. Noteworthy are the good agreements
between the experimental data and the model predictions for formaldehyde, methanol, and
acetaldehyde as shown below. Because no obvious fuel-structure dependent chemistry was
13

identified in the reaction path analysis for formaldehyde and methanol, only acetaldehyde will be
discussed in detail below.

(b) Entanglement of the individual fuel’s intermediate pool
Of interest in this study is the decomposition of the iso-C3H7CHOH radical which tends
to form the methyl radical CH3 as a reaction product. Because the CH3 radical is being rather
active in further H-abstraction reactions (but not as reactive as H-atoms), the CH3 formation also
affects the chemistry of the second fuel-component. It is shown in the left side of Fig. 1 that Habstraction reactions by methyl radicals contribute to the consumption of n-heptane under the
current experimental conditions. That is, CH3 mainly from iso-butanol oxidation participates in
n-heptane oxidation processes. The additional formation of methyl radicals from iso-butanol is
likely to affect the consumption of the hydrocarbon component (n-heptane), leading to a slightly
faster heptane consumption rate. The ROP analysis of methyl radicals performed for the three
flames revealed that the CH3 formation and consumption pattern differs in two points: (i)
recombination reactions with CH3 involved are more important the lower the amount of butanol;
this will lead to a lower CH3 concentration; (ii) CH3 formation pathways with alcoholic
compounds are becoming more relevant. However, the difference in CH3 overall concentrations
for these flames is within 50% for the experimental data and about 20 % for the calculated ones.
The CH3 mole fraction profiles and the ROP analysis are shown in the Supplementary Material.
More opportunities to uncover entanglements between the two fuel-components stem
from the different alkenes formed in the initial fuel-decomposition steps. The flame-sampled
photoionization efficiency curves for m/z = 56.063 (C4H8) is shown in Fig. 3 together with
literature-known PIE curves of 1-butene and iso-butene, revealing the identity of the
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intermediates to be a mixture of these two isomers. It is worth investigating the important C4H8
isomers in detail.

Figure 3: Flame-sampled photoionization efficiency curves for m/z = 56.063 (C4H8) (Flame 1) is
compared with literature-known PIE curves of the isomeric hydrocarbons 1-butene and isobutene, which result from n-heptane and iso-butanol, respectively.

The rate of production analysis (Fig. 4) shows that the formation of 1-butene and isobutene can be traced back to the n-heptane and iso-butanol oxidation, respectively. For the
1-butene, the main formation pathway includes the C5H11 radical, which had been identified as a
direct fuel decomposition product from n-heptane. Similar levels on contributions towards
1-butene stem from the oxidation of a linear C4H9 radical, which itself originates directly from
the fuel. As expected, iso-butene is formed through direct decomposition of the (CH3)2CCH2OH
fuel radical (i-C4H8OH-2 in Fig. 4). The oxidation of the tertiary C4H9 radical (iC4H9T) is the
second largest contributor towards iso-butene, with the radical also being formed directly from
the iso-butanol fuel component.
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Figure 4: Rate of production analysis for 1-butene (left) and iso-butene (right) in Flames 1-3.

More interestingly than the formation of these two different intermediates directly
through decomposition of the individual fuel components are their respective oxidation
pathways. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, according to the model predictions, both, the 1-butene
and the iso-butene isomers are oxidized to form the methylallyl radical (CH2CHCHCH3,
MEALL). Thus, providing some entanglement through these connecting reactions between the
oxidation chemistries of the two individual fuels. Isomerization of the iso-structure to the linear
structure, which involves a transfer of a methyl group, was not found to be a viable reaction, in
agreement with the findings of Huang et al. [39], who recently studied this isomerization reaction
on the corresponding C4H7 potential energy surface. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the model’s
performances for the 1-butene and iso-butene are sufficient to enable a meaningful analysis of
the underlying reaction pathways.
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Figure 5: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of the C4H8 isomer
iso-butene and 1-butene for all the flames investigated here.

Looking at the simulated profiles in Fig. 5, it seems that the increase of iso-butene is
correlated with the increase of iso-butanol, but the variation of 1-butene is less connected to the
n-C7H16. A reason for this only weak correlation is not entirely clear at this point.
Previous studies of similar mixture flames [4-7, 14, 16] revealed that the formation of
precursors towards benzene and other aromatic species as well as of oxygenated intermediates
are correlated to the hydrocarbon or oxygenate fuel components. In contrast, the reaction path
analysis in this work reveals that the aromatic precursors not necessarily need to originate from
the hydrocarbon fuel component alone; similar to earlier findings of Tran et al. [16]. For
example, according to our study, allene (C3H4, CH2CCH2), which is predominantly produced
through oxidation of C3Hx (x≥5) intermediates, is also formed, to a low, but noticeable extent
through a direct oxidation of methacrolein (iso-C3H5CHO), an intermediate in the iso-butanol
oxidation. In detail, allene is formed from methacrolein via H abstraction, with H and OH
radicals involved. The attribution of these reactions to allene formation is increasing the higher
the iso-butanol amount within the specific mixture. Although most of the C3 chemistry originates
from the n-heptane chemistry, through the methacrolein oxidation iso-butanol participates in the
formation of the propargyl radical, which is commonly considered to be a precursor for benzene
17

[40]. Although not shown here, Flame 2, which has the most n-heptane (highest hydrocarbon
content) in the fuel mixture, produced the largest concentration of aromatics, while Flame 3, with
the largest amount of iso-butanol, produced the smallest concentration of benzene. This effect
can be traced back to a replacement effect, where the hydrocarbon component is just replaced by
an alcohol that is less effective for aromatics formation. The differences in benzene
concentration are quite small and only varied between 1 and 4×10-5. However, the observed
differences are significant because the relative uncertainty of the peak mole fraction is much
smaller than the absolute uncertainty as the same data analysis procedures and calibration factors
were used.

(c) Formation chemistry of oxygenated intermediates
As mentioned above, the newly constructed mechanism is also capable of predicting
quite satisfactorily the oxygenated intermediates, like formaldehyde, methanol, acetaldehyde,
ketene, and iso-butyraldehyde. Exemplarily we show the mole fractions of acetaldehyde for all
three flames in Fig. 6. The reaction path analysis revealed that this level of agreement was only
possible when including the direct formation of acetaldehyde via the reactions of C7H14 with OH
and of 1-C4H8 with O, respectively forming C5H11 and C2H5 as co-products, respectively. Both,
C7H14 and 1-C4H8 are direct decomposition products of n-heptane, and the hydrocarbon
component of the fuel mixtures influences directly the formation of oxygenated byproducts.
These findings are important for two reasons. First, they clearly show that even for small
oxygenated fuels direct pathways to these C3 precursors (C3H3 and C3H5) exist, which therefore
do not necessarily need to be formed through C2+C1 growth reactions. For similar results, see
also work by Salamanca et al. [14]. Second, large hydrocarbon fuels can participate directly in
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the formation of aldehydes.

Figure 6: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of the
formaldehyde (CH2O) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) (exp. and calculated data multiplied by 5)
for all the flames investigated here.

Summary and Conclusions
Chemical structures of three low-pressure premixed flames fueled by different mixtures
of n-heptane and iso-butanol were analyzed in a combined effort with flame-sampling molecularbeam mass spectrometry and chemically kinetic model simulations. A comprehensive set of
isomer-resolved mole fraction profiles of about 70 intermediates per flame was reported in the
mass range from 2 to 116 that was and can be used as targets for model validation.
The model predictions allowed to reveal several entanglements: (i) Methyl radicals,
mainly from decomposition of  iso-butanol radicals, were shown to participate in H-abstraction
reactions from n-heptane; (ii) C3H4 intermediates were found to be formed also from the
oxygenated fuel component (iso-butanol), thus playing a role in the soot precursor reaction
network; (iii) According to the model, small oxygenated intermediates can be formed directly
through oxidation of the decomposition products of the hydrocarbon fuel. Furthermore, the
newly constructed mechanism is capable to predict most of the flame features satisfactorily. Only
small trends were observed in the peak mole fractions of the C2 through C6 intermediate pool.
This finding indicates that despite the largely different fuel structures similar intermediates are
19

formed because both fuel molecules have sufficiently large carbon backbones allowing them to
form large and small intermediates through decomposition reactions.
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Rate of production analysis for n-heptane (left) and iso-butanol (right) in Flames 1-3.

Figure 2: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of C2H4 and C3H6
for all the flames investigated here.

Figure 3: Flame-sampled photoionization efficiency curves for m/z = 56.063 (C4H8) is compared
with literature-known PIE curves of the isomeric hydrocarbons 1-butene and iso-butene, which
result from n-heptane and iso-butanol, respectively.

Figure 4: Rate of production analysis for 1-butene (left) and iso-butene (right) in Flames 1-3.

Figure 5: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of the C4H8 isomer
iso-butene and 1-butene for all the flames investigated here.

Figure 6: Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) mole fraction profiles of the
formaldehyde (CH2O) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) (exp. and calculated data multiplied by 5)
for all the flames investigated here.
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